Honeypot technology has been widely used to overcome the limitations of firewall technology, many intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems, which detected several attacks but couldnot detect new attacks. This paper discusses the honeypot technology according to the existed shortage in the honeypot system and proposes a distributed system which remedy the existing deficiency in the centralised control system to improve network security and presents the experimental results which successfully improves the performance of the safety defence systems.
INTRODUCTION
With the ease of communicating with the world through Internet, came the threats that causes unexpected harm and damage to our security networks. To detect the blackhat society it is necesary to keep up-to-date with the hackers innovations. Various security defense systems were introduced for the improvement of network security but couldnot detect attacks inside an organisation network [1] . Also, inspite of the advances in technology, it doesnot recognizes the new attacks. To overcome with the problem honeypot technology was introduced and enhanced.
"Honeypots can be defined as the attractive defence resource placed inside a network that attracts the attackers towards it, with the actual intention to capture new attacks and learn the tools and techniques used by them" .
According to the level of interaction, honeypots can be catagorised into three types: (a) Low-Interaction honeypots, (b) Medium-Interaction honeypots and (c) High-Interaction honeypots [1] - [12] . Low-interaction honeypots can simulate TCP and UDP services. Also different types of network topology can be simulated. It detects some ICMP activity as well. Example: honeyd is a low-interaction honeypot. Medium-interaction honeypots allows limited interaction between the attacker and the system by sending the same request back to the sender. High-interaction honeypots offers a real-time system to the attacker and when the attack is in progress in-depth information can be gathered about the attacker like the tools and techniques used by them. Example: Honeynet is a high-interaction honeypot. To study the blackhats society and how they communicate with each other it is necessary to offer a real system to the attacker so that the attacker can gain root privilidges of the system and information can be gathered [12] - [24] .
DRAWBACK OF THE EXISTING HONEYPOT SYSTEM
Honeypots has been focussed in research area in recent years against evading attacks. A centralized control, manages all the control center of the network. Agents can be virtual honeypot, Firewall, intrusion detection system. Control centre manages the different agents in a network [2] . It handles the messeges, and performs sample matching. Another function of control center is it generates the alarm, and identifies intrusion [1] . Also attack source can be find out by tracking techniques. 
Fig 1: Existing centralised control system
But still there are few shortcomings in the existing system. A honeypot cannot protect a network which is not covered in its network range. It can detect attacks only which are directed towards it. A single honeypot residing in a particular network cannot protect its peered networks. Also, it doesnot automatically trace the information to the honeywall where all the information about the attack is maintained in the form of IP tables. Durability remains a problem.
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PROPOSED APPROACH
We propose a distributed honeypot system approach which is independent of the centralized control and information can be traced automatically about the source of attack. Even attack information of the other peered network can be gathered immediately by hidden communication. Even the honeypot residing in the same network doesnot know about this communication. This helps in providing better security, better durability, independent of the underlying honeypot network and the centralized control. Symbols used are: FW-firewall, IDS-intrusion detection system, VHP-virtual honeypot, HW-honeywall. Honeyd is a low-interaction honeypot designed to be attacked. It listens to certain ports and can simulate different and large number of network topologies.
Virtual Honeywall
Honeywall is a gateway for honeypots which uses IP table to collect the information gathered from the client sebek residing on the virtual honeypot. Every outgoing connections can be restricted or permitted by some snort rules according to the information gathered.
Sebek Client
Sebek operates on the Kernel of the honeypot in which it is installed. The UDP port should be the same on the honeypots and on the sebek server which has the honeywall so that the sebek communication can be hidden. Even the honeypot in which it is installed doesnot know about this communication.
Hihat
High-interaction honeypot analysis tool can be used to log all the events, keystrokes, fingerprints and much more about the attacker.
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Database storage
The database is stored in the mysql storage center The database is stored in the mysql database storage center.
Data analysis
The informastion gathered uses 'Perl scripts', ' cisco router', and 'telnet' for the management related resource.
Interaction Framework
The data collected is stored in the mysql database and is used for further analysis to extract information about the attacker. The work process of the interaction framework of the honeypot is described in the diagram shown in figure 3 .3.1. The data collection and analysis structure is described with the help of the diagram shown in figure 3 .3.1 . 
DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS
After analysing the logged activities from virtual honeyd and tcpdump.log file by ethereal analysis usiing ethereal packet analysis tool and analyst notebook 6, sniffer, sawmill, HIHAT analysis tool, the information that has been found for 24 hours period which is described in table 4 below. Denial of service attack take over the prevelidges of the host in a network by the GetRequest, GetNextRequest and SetRequest messages. This indicates that the attacker tried flooding the hosts and makes for the real users to deny the response or make the request unavailable. The number of port attempt and the number of unique alerts with occurences has been increased as compared to the previous results. Different catagories of attacks, generated signatures and alerts are in below table 4.2 below. From the analysed data, we get that the attackers were more interested to attempt DOS based attacks or web related vulnerabilities. There were high amount of proxy port scans and lot of web based attacks using IIS access attempts. This was mainly to attempt DOS attack on the host so that the real host must be made the information unavailable for thseir network requests. Attacker also used Trojan to flood the host in a network by sending many udp packets towards the host which is an attempt of udp flooding. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The objective of this research is to remedy the limitations of the existing honeypot architecture by a distributed honeypot system approach which is not limited within its network scope. The proposed approach shows better durability, efficiency for better network security. With the wide use of honeypot technology attackers always try to follow the track which is not a honeypot. Because now they know, they can be easily detected. Issues must be focussed in the future about how to secure our systems with the hackers new innovations from causing harm and damage to the network security.
FUTURE WORK
Work can be done in different areas in this field to overcome the above limitations. Many honeypot based IDS and different tools can be modeled to provide better efficiency. Combination different honeypots with few IDS can result in knowing much more about the attackers. Honeypots can be worked with using Grid services
